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NEURAL NETWORK-BASED MOBILITY
MANAGEMENT FOR MOBILE AD HOC
RADIO NETWORKS

points that indicate the node locations at that instant. A graph
edge or line betWeen tWo vertices indicates that the tWo nodes
are connected, i.e., the corresponding nodes can reach each

other (or communicate) by a radio link. So, each line repre
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

sents a radio link betWeen tWo communicating nodes. TWo

radio nodes are said to be communicating if the link quality is
above a prede?ned threshold, e. g., Where the signal-to-noise

The present invention is related to US. Pat. No. 7,542,436,
“TACTICAL COGNITIVE-BASED SIMULATION METH
ODS AND SYSTEMS FOR COMMUNICATION FAIL
URE MANAGEMENT IN AD-HOC WIRELESS NET

ratio (SNR) is above a prede?ned threshold. Nodes are com

municating indirectly or through an indirect path in a path that
passes through at least one intermediate node.
Normally, each mobile node in a Wireless ad-hoc netWork

WORKS,” to Hesham El-Damhougy, ?led Jul. 22, 2005; and

can communicate at least With one or more neighboring

to US. Pat. No. 7,555,468, “NEURAL NETWORK-BASED
NODE MOBILITY AND NETWORK CONNECTIVTY
PREDECTIONS FOR MOBILE AD HOC RADIO NET

mobile nodes that are a single radio hop aWay. Since, typi
cally, the Wireless ad-hoc netWork is operating in the absence
of ?xed radio relay base stations; each mobile node operates

WORK,” US. patent application Ser. No. 11/426,425, “NEU

not only as a host but also as a router to relay communications

RAL NETWORK-BASED MOBILITY MANAGEMENT
FOR SELF-PARTITION DETECTIONAND IDENTIFICA
TION OF MOBILE AD HOC RADIO NETWORKS,” and

from other connected nodes. Thus, the nodes are typically

US. patent application Ser. No. ll/426,428, “NEURAL

forwarding/relaying information packets betWeen other
20

NETWORK-BASED MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FOR
HEALING MOBILE AD HOC RADIO NETWORKS,” to

Hesham El-Damhougy, ?led coincident herewith, all four
assigned to the assignee of the present invention and incor

porated herein by reference.

25

mobile nodes in the Wireless ad-hoc netWork that may not be
Within direct Wireless transmission range of each other. So,
netWork control is distributed among the nodes and each node

participates in an ad-hoc routing protocol that alloWs it to
discover “multi-hop” paths through the netWork to any other
node.
Further, since the nodes are mobile, and because of node

departures and additions, the netWork topology may change
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention generally relates to an adaptable
mobile communications netWorks and, more particularly, to
an ad-hoc mobile network for adaptable Wireless communi

rapidly and unpredictably over time. Nodes can fail, for
example, if they are destroyed or due to hard or soft failures
Which occur in the battle?eld. Typical radio communication
30

others. Consequently, for reliable communications the Wire

cations in an unstructured environment such as a tactical

less ad-hoc netWork must be able to compensate for variable

battle?eld.

2. Background Description

link quality. Wireless propagation path loss, fading, multi
35

Tactical radio communications rely heavily on mobile
radio netWorks and systems that are continually changing
While in use. Emerging tactical battle?eld netWorks typically
include a collection of mobile autonomous host nodes or
terminals that support numerous mobile clients. Unlike a

40

typical commercial mobile telephone netWork, for example,
these mobile nodes are not connected together by ?xed land

“ad-hoc” in that the nodes and node locations dynamically
change over time. As a result, the connectivity among the
nodes may vary With time.

user interference, distance betWeen nodes and signal strength
variations can all affect connection quality. In addition, oper
ating area/netWork topology losses can further interfere With
communications. Changes in propagation conditions and the
environment, such as inclement Weather, and irregular terrain

(e.g., interrupted by mountains and buildings), for example,
can interfere With netWork communications. Thus, changes in
propagation conditions and the environment, as Well as the
unpredictability of node movements and sporadic node fail

based connections (e.g., hard Wired), but continually move
into and out of radio communication range With each other.
Consequently, one generally cannot rely on a pre-de?ned
?xed infrastructure Within this type of environment. More
over, the nodes may be destroyed, or neW nodes may join the
netWork. Thus, such a mobile, Wireless netWork may be con
sidered dynamically changing and so, infrastructure-less or

effects, such as noise, fading, and interference, can impede
communications and prevent some nodes from connecting to

ures, can contribute to the dynamic nature of an ad-hoc net
45

Work. Further, When links betWeen nodes break, the netWork
can be split into isolated sub-netWorks. Such a break in the
netWork can create a situation Where some nodes cannot

50

communicate With others, i.e., there are absolutely no direct
or indirect paths betWeen these nodes. In this case, the net
Work is said to be “partitioned.” These problems are even
further complicated in a military environment Where the pres

ervation of security, latency, reliability, intentional jamming,

Since a typical Wireless ad-hoc netWork lacks ?xed com

and recovery from failure are signi?cant concerns.

munications nodes (e.g., base stations) to de?ne the netWork,

The Department of Defense (DOD) has instituted an ini

a group of autonomous nodes or terminals serve to de?ne the 55 tiative knoWn as the Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) to

netWork. The autonomous nodes form a decentraliZed multi

provide a ?exible neW approach to meeting diverse War

hop radio netWork and communicate With each other to main
tain connectivity. Each node may represent radio communi

mable tactical radio technology or “softWare de?ned radios

?ghter communications needs through softWare-program
(SDRs).” In particular, these SDRs are intended for voice,

cation devices that may be located With a person (such as a

War-?ghter), located on/in a ground or an air vehicles plat
form, e.g., an Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV), and an

60

data and video communications across a battle-space. HoW

ever, beyond the battle?eld, the JTRS may have application

Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV). As is typical With any

for initiatives in areas as diverse as homeland security, Fed

netWork, such a Wireless ad-hoc netWork can be represented

communicating With each other. So, at any particular time, for

eral, state and local laW enforcement, search and rescue,
commercial aviation and international commercial applica
tions. The JTRS implements the concept of relay and trans
lation nodes (land, sea, air and space based) to help ensure

example, the netWork nodes may be represented as a set of

that tactical users can access required information Wherever it

graphically by a set of time varying vertices representing
netWork nodes With edges betWeen nodes that are capable of

65
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resides. To accomplish this, however, nodes must be able to
communicate With each other in spite of links being broken
frequently as nodes move, randomly fail, or are destroyed

monitoring ad hoc mobile radio netWork is an Arti?cial Neu
ral NetWork (ANN) based communications netWork. More
particularly, a preferred ad hoc mobile radio netWork is an

e.g., in enemy or unintentional attacks.
Accordingly, there is a need for an ad-hoc mobile netWork

Adaptive Self OrganiZing Neural NetWork (ASONN) of self

that can adapt Well to link changes, and in particular to inter

monitoring arti?cial neurons or, anANN element based com
munications devices, stations or nodes and is referred to

connectivity changes betWeen ad-hoc mobile netWork nodes.

herein as a Mobile Communications Neural NetWork

Further, there is a need to maintain netWork-Wide connectiv

(MCNN). Each node monitors other directly connected nodes
to identify and predict disconnections and, expected re-con

ity in ad-hoc netWorks, i.e., maintaining communication
paths, either node-to-node or by multiple-node-hopping and

nections. As shoWn in this example, a MCNN may include
both airborne and ground based communications units or

routing, that alloWs any tWo nodes to maintain communica

stations as nodes and, preferably is hierarchically organiZed.

tion With one another.

Although described herein With reference to a battle?eld
application, this is for example only and not intended as a

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

limitation. The present invention has application to quickly

providing self-sustaining and self-organiZed communica

An embodiment of the present invention includes a self

managed ad hoc communications netWork and method of
managing the netWork. The netWork includes Wireless
devices or nodes that include a neural netWork element and
the ad hoc netWork operates as a neural netWork. One of the

tions Where no ?xed land mobile netWork may be available or
has been destroyed, e. g., in an emergency situation or during
a severe natural disaster.
20

nodes is designated as a NetWork Management System

(NMS) that provides overall netWork management. The NMS

helicopters (not shoWn). Ground nodes may include
unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) 102, 104, 106, and
ground forces including, for example, infantry units 108 and

can either be at a ?xed location node or incorporated With a

mobile Wireless node. Clusters of nodes are organiZed around
cluster leaders. Each cluster leader manages a cluster of nodes
and communications betWeen node clusters. Each cluster
may also have other nodes identi?ed as loWer order cluster
leaders knoWn as secondary or deputy cluster leaders.
Advantageously, a preferred ad hoc communications net

The MCNN airborne nodes may include both unmanned
air vehicles (UAVs) 100 and manned air vehicles, e. g., attack

25

manned ground vehicles, e.g., tank units 110, 112, 114 and
individual tanks 116. Some of these nodes are healing neu

in particular to interconnectivity changes betWeen preferred

rons, e. g., UVGs 102, 104, 106, With dynamic time dependent
positions. Typically, the healing neurons may be used or
recalled for healing the netWork When/if it is partitioned.
Others of the remaining nodes may be used for training or for
providing input to the neural netWork to adapt or readjust the

nodes. After initially identifying hierarchically organized

healing nodes (neurons) positions to keep entire network

netWork leaders, cluster nodes reorganiZe themselves and

connected. Also, each mobile node may employ an ANN
element that functions as an approximator for approximating
the link life to all neighboring nodes. The ANN elements may
be trained either off-line or on-line. Examples of suitable

Work is self-managing to adapt Well to operating changes, and

30

change cluster leaders as the situation requires. Further, a

preferred ad hoc communications netWork optimiZes node
connectivity to maintain netWork-Wide connectivity in spite

35

of node and connection changes. NeW nodes can be easily
inserted or added (such as unmanned air or ground vehicles)
to maintain netWork Wide connectivity, and the loss of a node

does not alWays require recon?guring the netWork to main

ANN elements is discussed by S. Haykin in “Neural Net
Works: A Comprehensive Foundation,” Macmillan Publish
ing, NeW York (1994). The ANN elements can be organiZed,
40

tain communication.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages

45

for example, as Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP), or a Radial
basis function neural netWork. Multilayer Perceptrons are
Widely used for pattern classi?cation in a feed-forWard net
Work, are trained With a standard back-propagation algorithm
and, are supervised in training for a desired response.
Further, a preferred MCNN is scalable. So, preferably, to

Will be better understood from the folloWing detailed descrip

facilitate managing large netWorks, the MCNN is organiZed

tion of a preferred embodiment of the invention With refer
ence to the draWings, in Which:
FIGS. 1A-C shoW a battle?eld example of an ad hoc hier
archical mobile communications netWork and graphical rep
resentations of the battle?eld example according to an advan

in sub-netWorks of nodes or groups of nodes. A node is also
knoWn as a vertex. A plurality of nodes may be called vertices.
Groups of nodes, also called clusters, may be treated as a
single node When the cluster has full connectivity or a cluster
leader or in the alternative as a cluster. The siZe, S(C), of a

50

tageous embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 shoWs an ANN element in a block diagram of an

example of preferred node.
FIG. 3 shoWs an example of a tessellated MCNN coverage

55

area.

FIG. 4 shoWs a How diagram example of MCNN operation.
FIG. 5 shoWs an example of cluster leader selection and
handover.
60

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

convenience of discussion, in the graphical representation of
FIG. 1B, the infantry unit 108 and tank unit 110, 112, 114 are
taken as clusters and represented as a single node in the graph.

Turning noW to the draWings and more particularly, FIGS.
1A-C shoW a battle?eld example of a self monitoring ad hoc

mobile communications netWork and graphical representa
tion of the battle?eld example according to an advantageous
embodiment of the present invention. The preferred self

cluster C is the cardinal number C. Each cluster performs
substantially as a MCNN Within the bounds of the cluster. So,
for example, if the infantry unit 108 includes a single MCNN
device, the infantry unit 108 is a node. Alternately, each
individual soldier in each infantry unit 108 may carry a per
sonal MCNN unit (not shoWn) for individual communica
tions and, therefore, is a node. Typically, each tank in each
tank unit 110, 112, 114, includes a MCNN unit and, therefore,
is a node and each tank unit 110, 112, 114 is a cluster. For

Each cluster and each node Within a cluster has a knoWn
65

position and velocity and is capable of communicating
directly With any other node Within the cluster that is Within
range and not otherWise blocked. In the netWork graph of

US 7,742,425 B2
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FIG. 1B, links between directly connected nodes/clusters
102, 104, 106, 108, 110, 112, 114 and 116 are represented by

assigned/assume responsibility as the NMS for the entire

MCNN, dynamically, as the netWork con?guration changes.

edges 101,103,105,107,109,111,113,115,118,120,122

The NMS may act as a local cluster leader or, as an indepen

and 124. Edges may also be called links. TWo nodes that can
communicate directly With each other are directly linked and
can exchange information directly With one another. So, for

dent node, unassigned to a cluster or assigned to a cluster of
one.

FIG. 2 shoWs anANN element 130 in a block diagram ofan

example, the UAV 100 is directly connected, initially, to
UVGs 102, 104, tank unit 112, and through link 118 to tank

example ofpreferred node, e.g., 100-116 in FIG. 1. Typically,
a preferred node includes a Wireless communications capa

116. Direct Communication may be blocked betWeen tWo

bility or unit 132 for communicating With other nodes.

nodes, for example, by terrain, structures, atmospheric con

Although for military applications, each preferred node 100
116 may be specially designed according to military speci?

ditions, battle?eld conditions (e.g., countermeasures) or oth
erWise. So, tWo nodes that cannot directly communicate (i.e.,

cations, for other applications, the nodes 100-116 may be
suitably adapted state of the art Wireless communications
devices equipped With an ANN element 130. So, preferably,

are not linked) can connect over a path through other directly
linked nodes and so, are indirectly linked through one or more

intervening nodes. For example, tank unit 110 is netWorked
through link 120 to tank unit 112 and so, indirectly connected
or linked to other nodes. Tank unit 1 14 is indirectly connected
to the UAV 100, for example, through link 122 to tank 116 and
through link 118 from tank 116. Infantry unit 108 connects to
the netWork indirectly through link 124 to tank unit 114. An
indirect path betWeen tank unit 114 and UAV 100 may be via
116' or 116" through UVG 102 or UVG 104, respectively. The
MCNN diameter is the graph diameter determined by the
“longest shortest path” betWeen any tWo nodes. So, in the
present example, the MCNN diameter is the path betWeen the
infantry unit 108 and tank unit 110.
Each cluster is organiZed around What may be called a
Cluster leader (CL) or a clusterhead. Typically, an operator
selects initial cluster leaders as described hereinbeloW and,
thereafter, the cluster leaders may each hand off to other
cluster nodes Whenever the cluster leader determines that
such a hand off may be necessary or desired. The size of each

cluster is the number of nodes in the cluster. The degree of any
node is the number of edges connected to the node, i.e., the
number of directly linked nodes. A subset of nodes that are

the Wireless communications unit 132 also includes a local

input/output (I/O) capability, e.g., for voice, image or text.
Optionally, the I/ O capability may be provided by a suitable
20

(e.g., GPS) and a typical Wireless Local Area NetWork

(W-LAN), e.g., Wi-?, capability for receiving information
generated off-line, e.g., on a main-frame computer prior to
25

Suitable non-volatile storage may include, for example, hard
alterable ROM such as Flash EEPROM. Normally, the local
30

including tables 136 and matrices 138, e.g., a netWork con
Prior to deployment, simulation results are collected for
35

include several nodes and so, although represented graphi
40

clique or a k-cluster as shoWn in FIG. 1C.

45

50

Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) and Longley-Rice/
Longley-Rice Adaptive models. Thereafter, the NMS and
55

cluster changes. Also, typically, each cluster leader may be

cluster leaders continually monitor MCNN status and predict
netWork changes based on node mobility for real time net

Work planning and healing.
Typically, because of node mobility, at any given time
some clusters may not be able to communicate directly and/or
60

NMS the UAV 100, e. g., MCNN status. Since each node may

include an ANN element, each ANN node may be assigned/

example, a coarse terrain map, a mission mobility pro?le, and
coarse propagation models. The coarse propagation models
may include suitable Well-knoWn telecommunications mod
els, such as for example, an Epstein-Peterson model for

physical analysis and mixed mode models, such as ITU

from respective cluster members 108M, 110M, 112M and
114M in each of the infantry unit 108 and the tank units 110,
112, and 114. Each cluster leader 108CL, 110CL, 112CL and

assume responsibility as a cluster leader, dynamically, as the

netWork or neurons located in healing nodes. After training,
an operator, for example, identi?es cluster leaders and one
node as the NMS. The nodes receive theater information and

training results from the simulation that may include, for

selected as cluster leader 108CL, 110CL, 112CL and 114CL

114CL acts as a sub-netWork (cluster) manager. Optionally,

El-Damhougy, ?led Jul. 22, 2005, assigned to the assignee of
the present invention and incorporated herein by reference.
Preferably, training is also done using arti?cial neurons,
Which may or may not be identical to the neurons 130 in the

a cluster. One node is identi?ed as the manager over the entire

secondary and tertiary or loWer order cluster leaders (not
shoWn) may be selected from members 108M, 110M, 112M
and 114M in each respective cluster. Each cluster leader
108CL, 110CL, 112CL and 114CL is responsible for inter
cluster communication and cluster leaders 108CL, 110CL,
112CL and 114CL exchange information (e.g., node connec
tivity and strength, netWork status, and cluster leader assign
ment/reassignment information) With each other and With the

training the nodes, preferably, from theater simulation as
described in US. Pat. No. 7,542,436, “TACTICAL COGNI
TIVE-BASED SIMULATION METHODS AND SYS
TEMS FOR COMMUNICATION FAILURE MANAGE
MENT IN AD-HOC WIRELESS NETWORKS,” to Hesham

The infantry unit 108 and the tank units 110, 112 may each

MCNN and is designated as the NetWork Management Sys
tem (NMS), the UAV 100 in this example. A single node is

storage 134 contains terrain information, previously supplied
learning parameters and local copies of netWork information
nectivity table and connectivity matrix.

is referred to as a k-cluster. A clique is a k-cluster With kIl.

FIG. 1C shoWs an example of hierarchical organiZation of
a preferred MCNN With cluster leaders hierarchically orga
niZed With several sublevels Within the MCNN and Within
each cluster. The nodes of FIG. 1A including the UAV 100,
UGVs 102, 104, 106, the infantry unit 108 and the tank units
110, 112, 114 and tank 116 may each be designated/treated as

deployment. Also, a preferred node includes local storage 134
that may be non-volatile storage, volatile storage or both.

disk storage, Read Only Memory (ROM) and Electrically

mutually reachable by a path of a given maximum length, k,

cally in FIGS. 1A and 1B as nodes, may each represent a

I/O port, e.g., connected to the ANN element 130 and the
Wireless communications unit 132. Also, this Wireless com
munications unit 132 may include some locational capability

65

indirectly With others. So, to track individual connections to
each other, the nodes form and maintain a connectivity
matrix, e.g., 138. The connectivity matrix 138 is a table that
indicates the position of every node in the cluster and repre
sents all node connections for each node. The NMS maintains
a connectivity matrix 138 for the entire MCNN. Preferably,
each cluster leader maintains a local copy of the connectivity
matrix 138 With roWs and columns corresponding to speci?c

US 7,742,425 B2
7
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nodes and ones and Zeros indicating connectivity (1) or non

e.g., into the hills, may break the link 124, forcing the infantry

connectivity (0) directly between any two nodes in a network.

unit to reconnect through UGV 104 over path 124'.
The NMS manages and coordinates these network changes

During normal operation where nodes may be constantly in
motion, periodically, each node sends connectivity table
updates to the cluster leader. Preferably, for computational

(link losses, node additions and deletions) with the cluster
leaders and each cluster leader manages and coordinates

changes within its respective cluster. As noted hereinabove,
each node continually gathers connectivity data with con
nected nodes, e. g., signal strength, relative direction of travel
and relative speed. The collected data is distributed through

e?iciency, a node initiates an update to the cluster leader only
when table entries change in the node and each node sends
only the changed entries. Each cluster leader monitors link
quality in the cluster and maintains tables and matrices, such
as the connectivity matrix 138 (for k nodes in the cluster, the

out the MCNN for maintaining connectivity. The NMS and
cluster leaders use the collected data in node mobility predic
tion to track and predict node movement for maintaining

cluster leader maintains connectivity matrices C 1, C2, . . . , Ck)

and a link life matrix, for local nodes within the cluster. The

connectivity through partition changes that may be caused by
predictable/forecastable events. Node mobility prediction is
described, for example, in US. Pat, No. 7,555,468, “NEU

link life is the length of time a particular pair of connected
nodes are expected to stay connected. In each cluster the

cluster leader or, another designated node within that cluster,
determines link life for each pair of nodes within the cluster.
So, typically, the cluster leaders maintain a link life estima
tion matrix that quantitatively indicates a value for link life
between any two nodes in the cluster. Nodes at rest (not

moving) may be represented as having an arbitrarily high link

RAL NETWORK-BASED NODE MOBILITY AND NET
WORK CONNECTIVTY PREDECTIONS FOR MOBILE

AD HOC RADIO NETWORK,” to Hesham El-Damhougy,
?led coincident herewith, assigned to the assignee of the
20

Preferably, for computational ef?ciency the cluster leaders
initiate updates only when matrix/table entries change for the
respective cluster and each cluster leader sends only changed

responsible cluster leader take(s) remedial action. Typically,
25

entries. The NMS can use the updates to arrive at an overall

network or global connectivity matrix. Altemately, the global
connectivity matrix can be maintained at one or more of the

cluster leaders instead or in addition to the NMS.
Cluster leaders can also take some local actions with

present invention and incorporated herein by reference.
When two nodes lose communication with each other and
a direct link between the two is broken, the NMS and/ or the

life value, e.g., a de?ned maximum. Periodically, the cluster
leader distributes updates, both to local nodes and to the
NMS, and exchanges link life information with the NMS.

30

the NMS and/or the responsible cluster leader determine(s)
an expected time-to-reconnect, ?nd alternate connection
paths, nodes to be repositioned, or whether to recon?gure the
partitions to heal the MCNN. Network planning and healing
is described for example in US. patent application Ser. No.
11/426,428, “NEURAL NETWORK-BASED MOBILITY
MANAGEMENT FOR HEALING MOBILE AD HOC

RADIO NETWORKS,” to Hesham El-Damhougy, ?led coin

respect to the cluster, such as partitioning the cluster, if nec

cident herewith, assigned to the assignee of the present inven

essary, and healing the clusterpar‘titions after partition chang

tion and incorporated herein by reference. The cluster leader

ing events, e.g., loss of a node or loss of communications with

a node linking partitions. Typically, the MCNN is partitioned

may determine a time-to-reconnect, for example, as the
35

to maintain communication across partition boundaries. If

necessary, e.g., the infantry unit 108 of FIG. 1 splits into
smaller groups, individual clusters may be partitioned into
smaller clusters. Network/cluster partitioning is described,

for example, in US. patent application Ser. No. 11,426,425,

40

length of time elapsed before a particularpair of disconnected
nodes will. So after losing the link to tank unit 114, for
example, the infantry unit 108 may be repositioning to a
location with a clear path to the tank unit 114. The cluster
leader for infantry unit 108 calculates a time to reconnect
based on the relative speed of the tank unit 114, the course and

speed of the infantry unit 108 and any previously provided

“NEURAL NETWORK-BASED MOBILITY MANAGE
MENT FOR SELF- PARTITION DETECTIONAND IDEN
TIFICATION OF MOBILE AD HOC RADIO NET

terrain information. Likewise, the cluster leader for tank unit
114 calculates a time to reconnect based on the relative speed

WORKS” to Hesham El-Damhougy, ?led coincident

herewith, assigned to the assignee of the present invention
and incorporated herein by reference.
Since, under typical operating conditions, e.g., in the
battle?eld, all nodes are continually in motion, signals
between nodes may be changing continually; individual links

45

of the infantry unit 108, the course and speed of the tank unit
114 and the same previously provided terrain information.

may be lost at any time. Thus, at any point in time, each node

50

the MCNN coverage area, e.g., the battle theater of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 shows an example of a tessellated MCNN coverage
area, that may be the entire theater, or depending on the
tactical mission at hand, just a local area within the theater.

Cluster leader and NMS selection begins by tessellating

Preferably, the tessellation is done off-line, e.g., during train

may lose contact with linked nodes and/or make direct con
tact or re-establish direct contact with previously discon
nected nodes. In some instances these changes may occur

randomly, e.g., from node additions and deletions and from
terrain or weather changes. For example, some nodes may

ing simulation, using arti?cial neurons, which may or may
not be identical to the neurons in the network, the training
neurons or neurons located in healing nodes. Tessellation is
55

move out of range of others, local interference such as terrain
or countermeasures may block communications between

nodes, and some nodes may even be destroyed. Also, inter
mediate paths may change as new nodes add themselves to
the MCNN or as previously connected nodes reconnect.
Whenever a link is lost, any disconnected nodes must ?nd

alternate connection paths that may force MCNN partition
changes. In the example of FIG. 1A, tank 116 is destroyed,
which breaks the links 118, 122 in the indirect connection
between tank unit 114 and UAV 100. Consequently, tank unit
114 must reconnect indirectly to UAV 100 through UGV 102
or 104 over path 116' or 116". Also, tank unit 114 movement,

conducted substantially similar to network planning and heal
ing and, normally, occurs after partitioning the entire cover
age area (e.g., the battle theater), also by an operator or
planner. An interactive example of tessellating an area into

regions that, for a preferred MCNN, have optimum coverage
60

is available at www.diku.dk/hjemmesider/studerende/duff/
Fortune.
The tessellation divides the coverage area into disjointed

regions with each node in one region and each region assigned
a cluster leader, where each region is represented by a node,
65

known in the art as a Voronoi node (e.g., 140) or Voronoi

prototype. For each region (e. g., 142) in the tessellated cov
erage area, points in that region are closer to the respective

US 7,742,425 B2
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any other region. So, the MCNN nodes in each region 142,
150, 152, 154 have the strongest radio frequency (RF) con
nectivity to the respective Voronoi node 140, 144, 146, 148.

cluster leader over loWer degree nodes. Furthermore, by vary
ing these coe?icient parameters CO, C l and C2 and simulating
the over all system off-line, an expected number of handovers
can be estimated, to easily estimate/ determine optimum val

What is knoWn in the art as a Delaunay graph may be gener

ues for these parameters. Other criteria considered in select

Voronoi node 140 than to the Voronoi nodes 144, 146, 148, in

ated from the Voronoi graph by connecting Voronoi nodes that

ing the coef?cients include minimizing poWer consumption

share the same boundary edge and so, have an RF connection

and communication bandWidth overhead. PoWer consump
tion can be minimized by assigning a relatively large value to

by the edge, e.g., 156, 158, 160.

Cl, because transmit poWer is proportional to the Euclidean
distance. The cluster leader objective function is applied to
every node Within each region; and, the node With the mini

So, With MCNN nodes located at the Voronoi nodes sepa
rated by a distance that is shorter than a maximum allowable

separation to maintain direct communication, for example,
the Delaunay edges identify linked nodes. Once the coverage

mum result for each region is selected as cluster leader. So, for

each region k, the node I is selected according to

area is tessellated and Delaunay edges are generated, the
netWork may be partitioned as noted above and cluster
regions are selected, e.g., based on a selected maximum
alloWable cluster length. Cluster leaders are selected With a

F(DMI), THU), Nk (1)) = MiinF(Dz/<(I), Tim), Nk (1))

primary and secondary cluster leader being selected for each
cluster. Also, optionally, loWer order (tertiary, . . . , nth order)

cluster leaders may be selected Within the clusters.
Higher order Voronoi tessellation can also be obtained by

20

relaxing the acceptable RF connectivity loss threshold p to
kp, for example, Where k is an integer; l . So, in this example,
cluster leaders are separated by a k”’ hop or more from each
other.

Ideally, the initially selected cluster leaders remain cluster

Moreover, this cluster leader objective function may be
used in netWork planning and healing to optimiZe cluster
handovers betWeen primary and secondary cluster leaders.
For cluster handovers, a system parameter (T*) is tuned, e.g.,
during system simulation, for the best overall performance.
Then, a handover time parameter Th may be determined for

25

each cluster leader, Where handover Will occur at time

leaders during the deployment. So, preferably, the cluster

Th:TJk—T* for the node With the minimum cluster leader

leaders are selected to minimiZe the occasion of handovers to

objective function result.

loWer order cluster leaders. So, most preferably, the cluster
leaders are selected to minimiZe the frequency of attempts by
nodes either to become a cluster leader or once cluster leader,
to surrender its role as a cluster leader. One approach to

30

tive function, to sift cluster nodes for stability. Stability sifting
35

a particular node that the cluster leader is expected to change,
i.e., is handed over from one node to another node. In this

eters 178. After tessellating the theater, in step 180 a cluster
leader objective function is selected and applied to each node.
In step 182, the NMS and cluster leaders are identi?ed,

including loWer order cluster leaders. Offline learning results
are provided in step 184 and, in step 186, the NMS and cluster

example, the cluster leader obj ective function is based on link
lifetimes to determine route lifetime. The cluster leaders are

selected based on the most stable route. So, for example, for

A description of the expected theater of operation is provided
for tessellation in step 172 that may include, for example, a
description of the theater terrain 174, expect environmental
operating conditions 176 and any hardWare speci?c param

optimally selecting cluster leaders is to de?ne a time based
system function (F(t)), referred to as the cluster leader obj ec
criteria can include an expected average number of times for

FIG. 4 shoWs an example of MCNN operation 170 accord
ing to an advantageous embodiment of the present invention.
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a number of nodes (Nk(t)) Within Voronoi region k at time t,
the cluster leader objective function may be chosen to have
the form:

leaders begin monitoring the netWork. Monitoring continues
until in step 188, a cluster leader identi?es any cluster

changes. Then, in step 190, the cluster leader/NMS deter
mines Whether it is necessary to partition, heal the netWork or
if such action is likely to be necessary in the near future and,
45
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if so, in step 192 takes the appropriate action, e.g., for selec
tion and handover. After taking the appropriate action or, if
none is needed, in step 194 netWork changes and updates are
distributed through out the netWork and monitoring continues
in step 186.
FIG. 5 shoWs an example of taking appropriate action for
selection and handover in step 192. Based on the previously
de?ned selection criteria, in step 1920 each node in a Voronoi

region calculates its cluster leader objective function F(t).
Where the coe?icients, CO, C l and C2, are heuristically deter
mined system parameters, Tl-k(t) is the link life betWeen node

55

i and an imaginary node located at Voronoi prototype of

region k, and Dik(t) is the Euclidean distance betWeen posi
tion node i and Voronoi prototype k at time t. The coef?cients
can be metrics or Weights, for example, that re?ect the relative

importance betWeen the Euclidian distance, link life and the
number of nodes Within a Voronoi region. Preferably, the

60

Then, in step 1922 each node forWards the calculated clus
tering leader objective function value to the current cluster
leader. In step 1924 the cluster leader selects the node that has
the loWest F(t) value from its member values. In step 1926 if
the number for the current cluster leader is not the loWest;
then, in step 1928 the cluster leader designates the node With
the loWest value as the neW primary cluster leader. If tWo or
more nodes have the same value for F(t), either one may be

loWest order coe?icient, CO, is chosen suf?ciently smaller

randomly selected or, the one With the loWest identi?cation

than the tWo higher order coe?icients, C l and C2, this favors

value may be selected as the neW cluster leader.

selecting the highest degree node, i.e., the node that has more
links and so, more nodes attached to it. By selecting the
highest degree node in the cluster as a cluster leader, the most
connected node, the most connected node is selected as a

65

Continuing in step 1930, optionally, the cluster leader can
also select tWo secondary (deputy or loWer order) cluster
leaders, again based on F(t) values. The secondary cluster
leaders improve reliability. Next in step 1932, the current

US 7,742,425 B2
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cluster leader broadcasts the update information. For
example, the current cluster leader broadcast a special mes
sage, e.g., “CL-Successor” message. In step 1934, When the

that the invention can be practiced With modi?cation Within
the spirit and scope of the appended claims. It is intended that
all such variations and modi?cations fall Within the scope of

neW cluster leader and tWo deputies receive noti?cation, they

the appended claims. Examples and draWings are, accord

assume status as the neW primary and secondary cluster lead

ingly, to be regarded as illustrative rather than restrictive.

ers. Thereafter, in step 1936, the cluster leader periodically

I claim:

sends a “Hello” message. Also, if the current cluster leader

1. An ad hoc communications netWork comprising:
a plurality of Wireless devices connectively coupled, each

has not changed in step 1926, then, the cluster leader contin
ues sending “Hello” messages in step 1936. With each
“Hello” message and after a prede?ned time interval in step
1938, if the ?rst deputy cluster leader does not receive a
“Hello” message in step 1940; then in step 1940 the ?rst
deputy automatically assumes status as the primary cluster

of said Wireless devices including a neural netWork ele

ment;
a NetWork Management System (NMS) providing overall
netWork management, said NMS being one of said plu
rality of Wireless devices; and

leader and begins periodically sending “Hello” messages in
step 1936. Similarly, in step 1942 Waits another prede?ned

at least one cluster leader, each cluster leader managing a
group of said Wireless devices, each said group includ
ing at least one of said Wireless devices, Wherein said

time interval for a “Hello” message from either the primary or

the ?rst deputy cluster leader; and in step 1944 if the second
deputy cluster leader does not receive the “Hello” message;
then in step 1940, the second deputy cluster leader assumes
status as the primary cluster leader and so, begins periodically
sending “Hello” messages in step 1936. Preferably, these tWo
prede?ned time intervals are determined and ?xed during the

NMS monitors connectivity of said plurality of Wireless
devices and passes identi?ed changes to each said clus
20

2. The ad hoc communications netWork as in claim 1,
Wherein at least one said group includes a plurality of leaders,
one of said plurality of leaders being identi?ed as the cluster

simulation and planning phase. The periodicity of these
“Hello” messages are selected, for example, in conjunction
With the parameters C0, C1, C2 to minimiZe transmit poWer
or bandWidth consumption. Once either of the deputies

25

leader and the remaining ones of said plurality of leaders
being loWer order cluster leaders.
3. The ad hoc communications netWork as in claim 1,

Wherein each of said cluster leaders monitors connectivity of
Wireless devices in a respective said group and passes iden
ti?ed changes to said NMS.

assumes status as the primary cluster leader, in step 1946 the
neW cluster leader broadcasts “Handover” message to all

nodes Within its Voronoi region to inform other cluster mem
bers of the neW cluster leader. As each node become aWare of

ter leader.

other node F(t) values, the selection process can start allover

4. The ad hoc communications netWork as in claim 1,
Wherein each of said Wireless devices is a node in a cluster of

again.

said plurality of Wireless devices.

30

This approach can be used effectively for rout selection in

5. The ad hoc communications netWork as in claim 4,
Wherein each said node in each said cluster contains a copy of

routing protocols, especially for selecting the shortest path
betWeen cluster leaders specially those employing clustering

35

based routing protocols. A more complex cluster leader
objective function may be used as a link cost metric to mini

miZe any route length increase resulting from a handover.
Instead of using a cluster leader objective function based only
on link lifetimes (e.g., T11,l 2, betWeen cluster leaders 11 and
12) to determine route lifetime and then choosing the most
stable route, link stability may be considered and more stable
links selected. In this alternate approach, a link cost function
may be used that is inversely proportional to link lifetime and
is proportional to the Euclidian distance of the egress (going
or coming out) endpoint of the link from the destination node.
This function and relevant proportionality constants are tuned
for best overall performance. This approach favors more
stable links, but does not consider those links from a particu
lar node that do not go toWards a destination node. Several

Well knoWn methods are available, e.g., Widely used Djik
stra’s algorithm or Bellman-Ford algorithm, to choose the
next hop on the least cost (shortest) path that may be readily
adapted for this link cost approach.
Advantageously, a preferred ad hoc communications net

Wherein each said connectivity matrix indicates connectivity
40
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and change cluster leaders as the situation requires. Further, a

of node and connection changes. NeW nodes can be easily
inserted and the loss of a node does not alWays require recon
?guring the netWork to maintain communication.
While the invention has been described in terms of pre
ferred embodiments, those skilled in the art Will recogniZe

of all nodes Within said netWork.
7. The ad hoc communications netWork as in claim 4,
Wherein each of said plurality of cluster leaders has a mini
mum cluster leader objective function value for its respective
cluster.
8. A method of managing an ad hoc communications net

Work comprising the steps of:
a) determining a cluster leader objective function value for
each netWork node in a cluster, said cluster having a

50

plurality of netWork nodes, Wherein for each netWork
node (Nk(t)) Within Voronoi region k at time t, said
cluster leader objective function value has the form

Fax-km. Tim). Mm) =

C2

+ C103 + T—2,

55

Work is self-managing and adapts Well to operating changes,
and in particular to interconnectivity changes betWeen pre
ferred nodes. After initially identifying hierarchically orga
niZed netWork leaders, cluster nodes reorganiZe themselves
preferred ad hoc communications netWork optimiZes node
connectivity to maintain netWork-Wide connectivity in spite

a connectivity matrix indicating connectivity Within a respec
tive said cluster.
6. The ad hoc communications netWork as in claim 5,

Where the coe?icients, CO, C 1 and C2, are heuristically deter
mined system parameters, Tik(t) is the link life betWeen net
Work node i and an imaginary node located at Voronoi proto
60

type of region k, and Dik(t) is the Euclidean distance betWeen
position netWork node i and Voronoi prototype k at time t;
b) providing each cluster leader objective function value to
a current cluster leader identi?ed for said cluster;

c) selecting a minimum value from provided cluster leader
objective function values, the selected said value iden
tifying a cluster leader for said cluster; and When a neW
cluster leader is identi?ed

US 7,742,425 B2
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d) broadcasting the identity of the identi?ed said cluster

16. The method as in claim 15, Wherein Whenever the
identi?ed cluster leader is a different node than said current

leader to said plurality of network nodes.
9. The method as in claim 8, Wherein Whenever, the iden

cluster leader, said method further comprises the steps of:
j) initiating a handover from said current cluster leader to
said identi?ed cluster leader, said identi?ed cluster

ti?ed cluster leader is a different netWork node than a current

said cluster leader, said method further comprises the steps of:

leader node becoming said current cluster leader; and
k) sending a hello message from said current cluster leader.
17. The method as in claim 16, Wherein said loWer order

e) initiating a handover from said current cluster leader to
said identi?ed cluster leader, said identi?ed cluster

leader node becoming said current cluster leader; and
f) sending a hello message from said current cluster leader.
10. The method as in claim 9, Wherein the step (c) of

cluster leaders include a secondary cluster leader and a ter

tiary cluster leader.

selecting further comprises selecting loWer order cluster lead

18. The method as in claim 17, Wherein if said hello mes

sage is not received by said secondary cluster leaders after a

ers from said plurality of netWork nodes.
11. The method as in claim 10, Wherein said loWer order
cluster leaders include a secondary cluster leader and a ter

maximum Waiting period, said secondary cluster leader
assumes current cluster leader and sends a second hello mes

tiary cluster leader.
12. The method as in claim 8, Wherein said cluster is one of

sage.
19. The method as in claim 18, Wherein if said second hello

a plurality of clusters and the step (d) of broadcasting further

message is not received by said tertiary cluster leader after

broadcasts the identity of said cluster leader to other ones of

another maximum Waiting period, said tertiary cluster leader

said plurality of clusters.

assumes current cluster leader and sends a neW hello mes

13. The method as in claim 8, Wherein each time entries in
a connectivity matrix for said plurality of netWork nodes in

20

said cluster change, each node returns to step (a) of determin
ing and determines said cluster leader objective function
value.
14. A method of organiZing and managing an ad hoc com

netWork as in claim 15, before the step (a) of selecting the
NMS, said method further comprising the steps of:

al) providing operating environment parameters; and
25

munications netWork comprising the steps of:
a) selecting a Network Management System (NMS) from a
plurality of nodes forming an ad hoc communications

operating coverage area.
30

21. A mobile communications station comprising:
a Wireless communications unit in a mobile communica

tions node for connecting to other mobile communica

b) identifying nodes including a neural netWork element
With a minimum cluster leader objective function value
in each cluster of nodes in an operating coverage area,
identi?ed said nodes being selected as cluster leaders,

a2) tessellating an operating coverage area, the tessellated
said operating coverage area indicating communication

betWeen said plurality of nodes;
a3) identifying clustered nodes Within the tessellated said

netWork, the node selected as said NMS including a

neural netWork element and providing overall ad hoc
communications netWork management;

sage.
20. The method of organiZing an ad hoc communications

tions stations;
35

Wherein for each (Nk(t)) Within Voronoi region k at time
t, said cluster leader objective function value has the

a storage unit in said mobile communications node storing
netWork tables and matrices indicating Wireless connec
tivity and connection to said other mobile communica

tions stations; and
an Arti?cial Neural NetWork (ANN) element in said

form

mobile communications node trained to determine a
40

C0

F(Di/<(l), TIMI), Nk (1)) = W T

another mobile communications station, select a mini
mum value from determined said cluster leader objec
tive function values, said mobile communications node
being the cluster leader for said cluster Whenever said
minimum value corresponds to said mobile communi
cations node, and Wirelessly broadcast a cluster leader

Where the coef?cients, CO and C l, are heuristically deter

mined system parameters, Tl-k(t) is the link life betWeen node
i and an imaginary node located at Voronoi prototype of

region k, and Dik(t) is the Euclidean distance betWeen posi

identity to said plurality of nodes in said cluster.

tion node i and Voronoi prototype k at time t;

c) providing training results to said each cluster of nodes;
and

50

d) monitoring connectivity Within said each cluster of

55

for each node in said cluster;
f) providing each cluster leader objective function value to
a current cluster leader identi?ed for said cluster;

g) selecting a minimum value from provided cluster leader
objective function values, the selected said value iden
tifying a cluster leader for said cluster;
h) selecting loWer order cluster leaders from remaining
nodes in said cluster; and
i) broadcasting the identity of said cluster leader to said
nodes in said cluster and to other said clusters.

22. The mobile communications station as in claim 21,
Wherein said mobile communications node is trainable to
hand off cluster leader Whenever said minimum value corre

sponds to another node.

nodes.
15. The method as in claim 14, Wherein Whenever the

monitoring step (d) identi?es netWork changes in a cluster,
said method further comprises the steps of:
e) determining said cluster leader objective function value

cluster leader objective function value for each node in a

cluster of a plurality of nodes, each said node being

ClDik

23. The mobile communications station as in claim 21,
Wherein said mobile communications node is trainable to
selectively assume cluster leader Whenever a previously iden
ti?ed said cluster leader fails to become cluster leader.
24. The mobile communications station as in claim 21,
Wherein said mobile communications station is coupled to an

unmanned ground vehicle.
60

25. The mobile communications station as in claim 21,
Wherein said mobile communications station is coupled to an
unmanned air vehicle.
26. A method of managing an ad hoc communications

netWork comprising the steps of:
a) determining a cluster leader objective function value for
each netWork node in a cluster, said cluster having a

plurality of netWork nodes;
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b) providing each cluster leader objective function value to

Work node i and an imaginary node located at Voronoi proto

type of region k, and Dik(t) is the Euclidean distance betWeen

a current cluster leader identi?ed for said cluster;

c) selecting a minimum value from provided cluster leader
objective function values, the selected said value iden

position netWork node i and Voronoi prototype k at time t;
b) providing each cluster leader objective function value to

tifying a current cluster leader for said cluster and fur

a current cluster leader identi?ed for said cluster;

ther selecting loWer order cluster leaders from said plu

c) selecting a minimum value from provided cluster leader
objective function values, the selected said value iden
tifying a cluster leader for said cluster; and
d) broadcasting the identity of the identi?ed said cluster
leader to said plurality of netWork nodes.

rality of netWork nodes; and When a neW cluster leader is
identi?ed

d) broadcasting the identity of the identi?ed said cluster
leader to said plurality of netWork nodes; and Whenever,
the identi?ed cluster leader is a different netWork node

30. The method as in claim 29, Wherein Whenever, the

than said current cluster leader,
e) initiating a handover from said current cluster leader to
said identi?ed cluster leader, said identi?ed cluster
leader node becoming said current cluster leader; and
f) sending a hello message from said current cluster leader,
Wherein if said hello message is not received by said
loWer order cluster leaders after a maximum Waiting
period, one of said loWer order cluster leaders becomes

identi?ed cluster leader is a different netWork node than a

current cluster leader and sends a neW hello message.

current said cluster leader, said method further comprises the
steps of:
e) initiating a handover from said current cluster leader to
said identi?ed cluster leader, said identi?ed cluster
leader node becoming said current cluster leader; and
f) sending a hello message from said current cluster leader.
31. A method of organiZing and managing an ad hoc com
20

27. The method as in claim 26, Wherein if said second hello

message is not received by remaining said loWer order cluster
leaders after another maximum Waiting period, one of said
remaining loWer order cluster leaders becomes current cluster

netWork, the node selected as said NMS including a

neural netWork element and providing overall ad hoc
communications netWork management;
b) identifying nodes including a neural netWork element
With a minimum cluster leader objective function value

leader and sends a neW hello message.

28. A method of organiZing and managing an ad hoc com

munications netWork comprising the steps of:
a) providing operating environment parameters for an ad
hoc communications network; and
b) tessellating an operating coverage area, the tessellated
said operating coverage area indicating communication

munications netWork comprising the steps of:
a) selecting a NetWork Management System (NMS) from a
plurality of nodes forming an ad hoc communications

in each cluster of nodes in an operating coverage area,
identi?ed said nodes being selected as cluster leaders,
30

betWeen said plurality of nodes;

Wherein for each (Nk(t)) Within Voronoi region k at time
t, said cluster leader objective function value has the
form

c) identifying clustered nodes Within the tessellated said
operating coverage area;

d) selecting a Network Management System (NMS) from

35

a plurality of nodes forming an ad hoc communications
netWork, the node selected as said NMS including a
neural netWork element and providing overall ad hoc

communications netWork management;
e) identifying nodes including a neural netWork element

40

With a minimum cluster leader objective function value
in each cluster of nodes in an operating coverage area,
identi?ed said nodes being selected as cluster leaders;

region k, and Dik(t) is the Euclidean distance betWeen posi
c) providing training results to said each cluster of nodes;
and
45

g) monitoring connectivity Within said each cluster of

50

a current cluster leader identi?ed for said cluster;
55

Where the coef?cients, CO and C1, are heuristically deter
mined system parameters, Tl-k(t) is the link life betWeen net

monitoring step (d) identi?es netWork changes in a cluster,
said method further comprises the steps of:
e) determining said cluster leader objective function value
for each node in said cluster;
f) providing each cluster leader objective function value to

each netWork node in a cluster, said cluster having a

plurality of netWork nodes, Wherein for each netWork
node (Nk(t)) Within Voronoi region k at time t, said
cluster leader objective function value has the form
C0
F(Dz/< (I), Tik (I), Nk (1)) = W

d) monitoring connectivity Within said each cluster of
nodes.
32. The method as in claim 31, Wherein Whenever the

nodes for netWork changes in a cluster.
29. A method of managing an ad hoc communications

netWork comprising the steps of:
a) determining a cluster leader objective function value for

Where the coe?icients, CO, C 1 and C2, are heuristically deter
mined system parameters, Tik(t) is the link life betWeen node
i and an imaginary node located at Voronoi prototype of
tion node i and Voronoi prototype k at time t;

f) providing training results to said each cluster of nodes;
and

C0 ClDik
F(Di/<(l), TikU), NM) = W

g) selecting a minimum value from provided cluster leader
objective function values, the selected said value iden
tifying a cluster leader for said cluster;
h) selecting loWer order cluster leaders from remaining
nodes in said cluster; and
i) broadcasting the identity of said cluster leader to said
nodes in said cluster and to other said clusters.
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